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Abstract

➢ We develop and implement a new measure of information

asymmetry among traders. Our measure is based on the intuition

that informed traders are more likely than uninformed traders to

generate abnormal volume in options or stock markets.

➢ We formalize this intuition theoretically and compute the resulting

multimarket information asymmetry measure (MIA) for firm-days as a

function of unsigned volume totals and without estimating a structural

model.

➢ Empirically, MIA has many desirable properties:

it is positively correlated with spreads, price impact, and absolut

order imbalances; predicts future volatility; is an effective conditioning

variable for trading strategies stemming from price pressure; and

detects exogenous shocks to information asymmetry.
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Background

An important variable in most theoretical and empirical work on information

economics in financial markets is the fraction of volume originating from 

informed traders.

alternative proxies for information asymmetry among traders



Duarte et al. (2015) show that measures based on estimates of order

imbalances alone, including PIN, are ineffective and note that “a

different approach involving variables other than order flow is

necessary to generate useful inferences about the arrival of informed

trade”

.

Our approach responds to this call by leveraging the dispersion

of trades across options and stock markets.

Compare to PIN, MIA 's advantages:

• using volume imbalances across markets

• does not require estimating a structural model

• MIA can be estimated at the daily level

• MIA extends the scope of the analysis to measure informed

trade across multiple markets.



1. Introduction

Our multimarket information asymmetry measure, MIA, is a

simple function of unsigned volume totals based on the idea that

informed traders face a leverage constraint that generates a trade-off

between smaller price impact in equity markets and additional

leverage in options markets.



MIA

Model

Empirical 

Tests

additional 

analyses

a baseline model: a constant fraction of uninformed trade

informed trading volume is concentrated entirely in either           

options or stock markets

extended model: strategic trading(a leverage constraint)

a random fraction of uninformed trading volume

associations:bid-ask spreads, price impact, and

absolute order imbalances.

predictions: future volatility incremental to contemporaneous   

volumes and volatilities

volatility incremental to option-implied volatility

conditioning:the returns of a daily reversal strategy

the returns of implied-volatility-spread trading strategy

information events:earnings announcements and 8-K filings

exogenous shocks:terminations of analyst coverage

The main work



contribution

➢The central contribution of this paper is the development of a

new proxy for information asymmetry among traders that

leverages how trades are dispersed across equity and options

markets.

➢ An important contribution of our paper is to show that

information asymmetry is better measured by absolute changes

in O/S, rather than levels or signed changes of O/S.

➢Another related use of levels and signed changes in O/S are as

proxies for the sign rather than magnitude of private

information.



3. Model and Empirical Predictions

Mj, t is the median value of O/S for firm j.

（1）Baseline Model: Ideal Conditions



informed traders 

using options

informed traders 

using stock



(2)Extended Model: Strategic Trading

Assumptions: ut fluctuates over time and it is often between 0

and 1.

Like Back (1993), our model allow strategic trading in options

as well as the underlying stock.The key addition we make to the

Back (1993) model is a margin requirement, or equivalently a

leverage constraint, limiting the position sizes of the informed

trader.



• Model Setup

Trading occurs at time t = 0 between three types of agents: market

makers, uninformed traders, and informed traders.

The informed trader chooses optimal demands yi ≡ (ys, yc , yp ) to

maximize expected profits subject to the margin constraint.



In choosing their demand yi(v), the informed trader takes into

account the impact of their demand on expected prices.They

compute these expected prices based on the equilibrium pricing

functions market makers use and the distribution of possible

uninformed trader demands.



• Model Equilibrium
The nonlinearity of both the options' payoffs and the margin constraint prevent

us from deriving a closed-form solution. Instead, we solve the model

numerically for a variety of parameter values given in panel A of Table 1.







Simulations(which parameter choices determine the effectiveness

of MIA)

We hypothesize that abnormal O/S indicates informed trade,

making MIA an effective measure, as long as the fraction of

uninformed trading volume in options markets is less volatile

than the fraction of informed volume.

we use the cross-observation median of O/S as M.



We measure the effectiveness of MIA as a proxy for θt in two

ways.

1.whether average MIA increases across simulated samples as

we increase φ or decrease Vu, both of which should increase the

prevalence of informed trade.

2.whether average MIA is higher within simulated samples

among the observations where there is informed trade compared

to the observations where there is no informed trade.







4.empirical tests
Sample Construction:Our final sample is dictated by the

intersection of OptionMetrics, Compustat, and CRSP data.

We use the firm‘s median O/S over the past six months ending 10 trading

days before t as our estimate of M, assuming the median O/S occurs on a day

with no private information.





Associations with MIA

(1) if MIA is an effective proxy for information asymmetry

among traders, it should be positively related to bid-ask spreads

and price impact regardless of where abnormal volume is

currently concentrated..

(2) If MIA is a good proxy for information asymmetry, it should

be positively associated with order imbalances.

(3)Our model predicts that equity market imbalances are more

closely related to the extent of information asymmetry when

informed traders concentrate a higher fraction of their volume in

equity markets, making O/S smaller than M.



market makers decrease liquidity when adverse selection, as

measured by MIA, is high.





Predicting Volatility with MIA
Our next tests are based on the hypothesis that informed trade is more 

prevalent before periods of abnormal volatility.

(1)some traders, through the use of prediction models or privileged access

to the information itself, may have foreknowledge of pending news,

resulting in an increase in the number of informed traders and abnormally

high future volatility when the news becomes public.

(2)controlling for the number of informed traders, higher volatility news

presents a more profitable trading opportunity and will therefore increase

the size of informed traders’orders.

(3) informed traders themselves create an order imbalance cascade that

causes the subsequent volatility in stock prices.

All of these forces suggest that next-period returns will be more volatile

when MIA is high, both when abnormal volume is concentrated in options

and when it is concentrated in stocks.





one potential concern is that these results reflect a

mechanical correlation between option volume and

expectations of volatility based on public information.

• we disaggregate MIA and show that it predicts

volatility both when O/S increases (i.e., O/S > M)

andwhen it decreases (i.e., O/S < M).

• we also control for option-implied volatility as a

summary measure of expected volatility based on

public information.





To assess how much of the information in MIA

about future volatility is already reflected in option

prices and commonly used proxies for information

asymmetry, we repeat our volatility prediction

regressions with four additional independent

variables.

• option-implied variance, IV

• the firm's relative spread

• Amhiud illiquidity ratio

• absolute order imbalance





Alternative Implementations and Robustness

(1)Alternative Estimations of M

➢ defines Mj, t as the average level of a firm’s O/S in the week

after the firm’s most recent earnings announcement under

the assumption that the public announcement resolves

information asymmetry among investors.

➢defines Mj, t based on historically-estimated relations

between O/S and firm characteristics using the empirical

model.(FIA)

(2)Robustness to Alternative Implementations.

To address potential persistent cross-sectional differences, we

replicates our main tests using panel regressions that include

firm and year fixed effects.





MIA as a Conditioning Variable

We examine whether MIA serves as an ex ante conditioning

variable that helps distinguish between informed and uninformed

sources of price pressure.

(1)we examine the returns of a daily reversal strategy after

conditioning on MIA.

(The daily reversal strategy consists of a long position in stocks in

the lowest quintile of returns on day t and a short position stocks in

the highest quintile)

daily returns reverse more substantially when MIA is low because

these returns are more likely to reflect price pressure from

uninformed traders.





(2) To further examine whether MIA distinguishes informed

from uninformed sources of price pressure,we examines the

returns to portfolios doublesorted by MIA and implied-

volatility spreads.

(The IV spread strategy consists of long positions in the

highest quintile and short positions in the lowest quintile of

IV spread)

implied-volatility spreads are more likely to reflect

directional price pressure from informed trade when

information asymmetry is high.





5. Additional Analyses
(1) Information Asymmetry Around Information Events

We predict that information asymmetry rises prior to

information events and subsequently declines as private

information is announced and becomes public.

• Earnings announcements

• 8-K filings

MIA detects informed trade even in cases in which the event is

not scheduled or publicly disclosed in advance.





(2)Comparing MIA and PIN

To compare the effectiveness of PIN and MIA, Table 10

reports cross-sectional means of quarterly MIA and PIN

before and after exogenous terminations of analyst coverage.

We predict that MIA should rise along with information

asymmetry following an exogenous reduction in analyst

coverage.

➢ uninformed traders become less active because they rely

on analysts to process information.

➢ informed traders’ information advantages increases with

the reduction in analyst coverage,resulting in more

informed trading volume.



Both possibilities result in an increase in the fraction of traders

with private information, and so an effective proxy for

information asymmetry should increase following these

exogenous shocks to analyst coverage.



6. Conclusion

➢MIA is positively associated with bid-ask spreads, price 

impact, and order imbalances, offers significant predictive 

power for future volatility, and distinguishes between 

informed and uninformed sources of price pressure.

➢MIA rises before firms' earnings announcements and 8-K 

filing dates, and falls immediately afterward.

➢MIA detects increases in information asymmetry driven by 

exogenous reductions in analyst coverage.
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